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Be the initial to download this book Training That Delivers Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With
Business Goals By Dick Handshaw and allow checked out by surface. It is very simple to read this
publication Training That Delivers Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick
Handshaw due to the fact that you do not have to bring this published Training That Delivers Results:
Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick Handshaw everywhere. Your soft file
publication could be in our gizmo or computer system so you can enjoy reading all over and also every time
if needed. This is why whole lots varieties of individuals additionally review guides Training That Delivers
Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick Handshaw in soft fie by
downloading and install guide. So, be among them who take all advantages of checking out the publication
Training That Delivers Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick
Handshaw by on-line or on your soft documents system.

From the Back Cover

As a professional instructional designer, you care about providing real answers to real business problems.
But you may often feel like you’re expected to merely “deliver training” on a particular topic, with little
strategic consideration given to the underlying gaps that need to be addressed in order to achieve results.

Training That Delivers Results reveals how you can dig deeper to connect learning solutions with strategic
business goals—and become a more valued business partner in the process. The book offers a systematic yet
flexible approach that will work effectively in almost any industry or with any subject matter. This results-
oriented model enables you to:

• Analyze performance gaps

• Create targeted performance objectives and connect them with the right measurement tools

• Determine the best instructional strategy and the appropriate media

• Build consensus with project blueprint meetings

• Evaluate the effectiveness of training and use

the data to continually improve



Filled with tools, case studies, client stories, and examples of work products, this one-of-a-kind guide
provides very practical strategies. It shows how to develop highly focused training solutions, how to measure
their effectiveness, and most importantly, how to take a powerfully proactive approach to organizational
needs.

After delving deeply into Training That Delivers Results, you’ll be able to look squarely at long-standing
business quandaries and provide a response that resolves the issue and takes your organization (and your
career) to new heights of success.

Advance Praise for Training that Delivers Results

“Handshaw connects the dots in a step-by-step process to show you how to deliver results through an
instructional design model. His approach will lead you toward delivering powerful learning and development
programs. This is a must-read for everyone involved in learning and development, specifically for those who
design, develop, and facilitate training, and those who manage learning organizations.”

— Jack and Patti Phillips, cofounders of ROI Institute, authors of more than 75 books

“I wish the Handshaw model were available when I trained to be an instructional designer. It would have
helped me—and my clients—immensely. Even after 40 years in the field, I still discovered several powerful
pieces of practical advice in the book.”

— Sivasailam “Thiagi” Thiagarajan, CEO, The Thiagi Group

“Finally! A resource for learning professionals that combines performance consulting, instructional design,
and measurement into a practical 'how-to book.' This book is a must-read for learning organizations striving
to align with business goals and show measurable results and performance outcomes.”

— Beth Daniel, Learning Executive, Fortune 500 Company

DICK HANDSHAW, president of Handshaw, Inc., is a consultant, speaker, and pioneer in the field, with
more than 35 years of experience as a learning and performance improvement professional.

About the Author

DICK HANDSHAW, president of Handshaw, Inc., is a consultant, speaker, and pioneer in the field, with
more than 35 years of experience as a learning and performance improvement professional.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.

CHAPTER 1



A New Model for Results

Training That Delivers Results aims to change learning organizations and their leaders by offering a strategic
model that focuses on achieving desired business results. The strategic instructional design process described
in this book produces observable, measurable, and repeatable training programs that deliver results.
Observable means that you are able to clearly see the intended behaviors of and outcomes achieved by your
performers. Measurable means that you are able to compare the results of your learner's performance against
a predetermined standard. The system is efficient and predictable yet still offers room for flexibility and
creativity.

The Handshaw Instructional Design Model applies principles of both performance improvement and
instructional design to a variety of learning situations. Achieving business--focused outcomes begins by
identifying both learning and nonlearning solutions to performance problems. Instructional design practiced
this way doesn't cost time and money, it saves time and money.

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Some people in our profession consider themselves instructional designers; others consider themselves to be
performance consultants. An effective way to deliver value is by integrating the skills of both performance
improvement and instructional design. Adding the steps of performance consulting from the Handshaw
Instructional Design Model enables you to link learning goals to strategic business goals.

A New Model

The Handshaw Instructional Design Model integrates the principles of performance improvement with those
of classic instructional design (see Figure 1.1). Although many of the parts of this model are not new, the
concept of combining elements of performance improvement and instructional design into one
straightforward, easy--to--use model is new. If your instructional design model is not saving you time and
delivering business results, then this may be an approach to consider. By identifying both learning and
nonlearning solutions up front, designers are better able to spend their time and resources delivering
solutions that solve the right performance challenges. I have spent more than thirty years working with my
team and our clients to refine our model and its application in a wide variety of situations. The following
section describes the basics for applying the model.

THE HANDSHAW INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN MODEL EXPLAINED

Proactive Performance Consulting

You can establish a consulting relationship with your client through proactive performance consulting (see
Figure 1.2). The purpose of establishing this relationship is to ensure that the training you develop aligns
with your client's business goals. You can develop a "trusted partner" relationship with your client by having
regular proactive consulting meetings. These meetings are informal, conversational, and simple to conduct.
The eight -well--tested principles of the successful proactive consulting meeting are detailed in Chapter 2.

Reactive Performance Consulting

Most instructional designers are accustomed to meeting with their clients to react to training requests. These
meetings present an opportunity to reframe the training request in order to align the training need with the
business need. The reactive consulting meetings position you to take responsibility for results and outcomes
of a learning program and help you transition from training "order taker" to trusted partner. (See Figure 1.3.)



Needs/Gap Analysis

The gap analysis is a frequently used type of needs analysis. It may be used after a successful proactive or
reactive meeting in which appropriate learning needs have been identified. The first gap you identify is the
difference between the current and the expected business outcomes. Next, determine the gap between the
current performance and the performance required to achieve the business result. The exact level of
performance required to close the gap is defined during the Analysis and Design phases in the model. Armed
with this information, you can identify both learning and nonlearning solutions to help you and your client
close both the performance and the business gaps. (See Figure 1.4.)

Learning Analysis

Once you have identified the skills gap, the Learning Analysis phase begins (Figure 1.5). The first step, a
task analysis, is essentially a snapshot of the perfect performer engaging in a work task in a way that
achieves the desired business result. Develop-ing a task analysis verified by subject matter experts (SMEs)
and stakeholders before beginning training design is an essential step. It is cost effective and helps you avoid
project delays and cost overruns.

There are three other types of analysis that help you make decisions later, during the Design phase. You can
conduct an audience analysis to find out what your learners already know about the training program's
content. Collecting helpful demographic information about the intended audience is also part of this analysis.
The audience analysis doesn't require a lot of time and can be reused when conducting training for the same
audience in the future.

Many organizations overlook the importance of culture. Culture can be one of the greatest enhancers or
strongest barriers to a successful learning event. Conduct a learning culture analysis to leverage your
organization's culture to impact the ultimate, lasting success of your learning design.

The last piece of analysis you should complete is called a delivery systems analysis. This may be more useful
for outside service providers than for internal practitioners, but conducting this type of analysis might help
you avoid the -really embarrassing situation of specifying the use of an unpopular or poorly performing
learning delivery system. A delivery systems analysis can also be revised and reused for future projects.

Design

The Design phase (Figure 1.6) begins with the development of performance objectives (you can substitute
learning objectives if you prefer that term). Successful selection and design of measurement instruments
begins with well--written objectives. Although I am a proponent of flexibility, I don't recommend it here.
You will reap the benefits of good objectives when measuring learning -outcomes---for example, when you
are required to measure a learner's mastery of performance objectives.

It also makes sense to select and design your testing instruments once you have agreed upon objectives.
When designing for results, you should limit your test design to criterion--referenced tests (CRTs) only. The
criteria you reference in this case are the performance objectives. The payback for following these steps will
be apparent when you define your instructional strategy. You can eliminate misunderstandings by defining a
measurement strategy before you try to select an instructional strategy.

Blueprint

You won't find the blueprint meeting in any traditional instructional design model such as ADDIE (Analysis,
Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate). This tool is essential to the development of a performance



partnership with your clients. A blueprint meeting is a forum that allows you to present your measurement
strategy and instructional strategy to your stakeholders, subject matter experts, and others on the design
team. The meeting can be held in person or virtually and is ideal for answering questions, clarifying
misunderstandings, and gaining consensus. If you really want to be a trusted partner, invest two or three
hours in this meeting. (See Figure 1.7.)

Prototype and Learner Tryout

Another useful tool for preventing "do-overs" and gaining consensus as a trusted partner is the simple step of
developing and testing a prototype. First, select a training module for your prototype that is a fair
representation of your measurement and instructional strategies. Then, before you go too far in developing
the rest of the course, test your prototype with a small group of sample learners in a learner tryout. Use this
structured test to yield valuable data for verifying your chosen strategies. You may discover differences of
opinion with your subject matter experts or even among designers on your own team. I've found that
observing sample learners during a learner tryout always uncovers the correct approach. The feedback loops
in the model allow you to go back and revise the analysis and subsequent design steps. (See Figure 1.8.)

Production and Field Test

The Production phase is the largest and costliest of all the phases in the model (see Figure 1.9). It involves
development of content and testing instruments. Because this phase is so time consuming, it is important to
ensure that the other phases are done correctly in order to avoid rework.

The evaluation carried out in this phase is called a field test (some of our clients prefer the term pilot test).
Whatever label you use, you need to observe sample learners as they test the entire learning solution under
the exact conditions they will experience during implementation. Testing your course with a controlled
audience provides a measure of reassurance to you and your client that the rollout will go smoothly. This is a
good feeling to have if your course is going to be released to a large audience in a global organization.

Implementation

If you've carefully followed the recommended steps in the model, the Implementation phase should proceed
according to plan (Figure 1.10). But sometimes well--designed and --executed learning programs fail due to
poor implementation, despite the use of a detailed implementation plan. Why would this happen? Look for
answers in your audience and learning culture analyses. These documents guide you in designing your
implementation plan. Your implementation plan also should include change management plans, timelines,
resources, logistics, and measurement of business impact and return on investment (ROI).

ONE DESIGNER'S FIRST CLIENT

The following case study illustrates how even a new learning practitioner can combine the practice of
performance improvement and instructional design to solve a performance problem and achieve real business
results. Ken, the instructional designer in this case study, is a recent graduate of a master's program in
Instructional Systems Technology. The client request discussed in this narrative came about three months
after Ken began work for a regional bank.

The Request

Ken was getting comfortable with his new job when he was contacted by Bill. Bill was responsible for an
insurance product offered along with auto loans that would pay off the auto loan note in the case of the death
or disability of the borrower. Revenue was down for this product, and Bill was concerned because fee



income was becoming an increasingly important part of the -bank's revenue stream. Bill approached Ken and
asked him to produce some training on product knowledge. He handed Ken a PowerPoint file from another -
bank's training program and asked Ken to develop both instructor--led training and e--learning.

The Analysis

Having been schooled in instructional systems design, Ken asked to meet with Bill to develop task and
audience analyses. Bill was polite and gracious, but he informed Ken that a two--day meeting of his entire
team was scheduled to occur in about a month and the training had to be ready by then. Bill said he wanted
to devote up to half of that time to training. Bill again insisted that his script be repurposed as an instructor--
led event for the meeting. He also emphasized that he wanted an online version prepared for anyone who
couldn't attend the meeting or anyone needing a refresher after the meeting.

Being new to the corporate world, Ken faced a dilemma. He had been taught the value of analysis, so he
wasn't prepared for a client who didn't understand why analysis was important even with a tight deadline.
Still, he did the only thing he could do. He took the script and promised to have everything ready on time.

Later that afternoon, Ken dropped by Bill's office with a few technical questions on the model script. While
he was in Bill's office, Ken asked Bill if he could talk to some of the people who were having difficulty with
the product so that he could better understand the problem. Bill told Ken there was no time to gather
information, but he did offer to take Ken's questions with him on a trip he had previously scheduled to visit
some of the bank's branches. Ken quickly crafted six questions about product knowledge based on what he
knew from his review of the PowerPoint script and gave them to Bill.

When Bill returned from his trip a few days later, Ken asked Bill how the trip had gone. He was especially
interested in the answers to the questions Bill had taken with him.

"Those questions you gave me were just questions about product knowledge," Bill commented.

"That's right," said Ken. "So, how did they do?"

"Well, they did pretty well. Almost everybody I asked knew the answers to all six of your questions."

Bill had to admit that everyone he questioned had adequate product knowledge. Ken saw this as an opening
to make a point.

"So, Bill," Ken said, "do you still think spending all your training time on product knowledge is what you
want me to do?"

For the first time, Bill looked a little perturbed, but he kept his patience and asked, "Well, what do you
think?"

This was the turning point in the relationship. Ken had just crossed the line from being an order taker to
becoming a trusted partner. He knew his next question was the most important one of his new career.

"Bill, can you tell me, from a business perspective, what you need to accomplish? What is your business
goal?"

Bill's demeanor changed completely. He shared with Ken that for the last three months, only 30 percent of
auto loans had any insurance products connected with them. His target was to have insurance products
connected to 60 percent of all auto loans. Ken immediately recognized that this information was the basis for
a learning and performance goal. He asked Bill if they could schedule a meeting the next day to discuss some



other options. This time, Bill quickly agreed.

While answering questions about how the performers should go about presenting the insurance product to
potential auto loan customers, Bill mentioned a key piece of information. He said that most lending officers
admitted that they never or rarely mentioned the insurance product when closing an auto loan. Many lending
officers said that they just didn't have time. Some said they didn't really know when the product was good for
their customers, and some said they didn't like to mention the insurance product because many customers
complained that it cost too much money. Some said they just liked being bankers and didn't want to feel like
insurance salespeople. Now our designer had some data that he could use to solve Bill's problem.

With just a little bit of data, the solution became clear. Ken got permission to speak with some of the top
performers who were achieving higher sales of the insurance products so he could produce a high--level task
analysis of a sales process that was working. The gaps in performance were clear:

Successful performers mentioned the insurance product early in their overall loan closing process. Most of
the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Successful performers used a series of questions to qualify their loan customers to identify them as good
candidates for the insurance products. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at
all.

Successful performers were able to relate stories of past customers who had benefitted from the purchase of
the insurance products. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Successful performers saw customer objections, especially to price, as buying signals and had a strategy for
handling these objections. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Finally, successful performers never mentioned lack of product knowledge as a barrier in selling the
insurance products.

The Proposal

Based on the identified performance gaps and the additional analysis, Ken proposed the following solution:

                1.            Begin the instructor--led session with real stories of customers who benefitted from
having purchased the insurance products. This information was easy to gather from product files.

                2.            Show video role plays of the successful loan closing process highlighting the
presentation, qualifying, and objection handling for the insurance products. Include some role plays of
common mistakes.

                3.            Conduct sample role plays with as many participants as possible, inviting feedback from
other participants.

                4.            Conduct additional role plays handling different types of customer objections.

                5.            Include some drill and practice on product knowledge (just to keep Bill happy). Design
and provide a job aid for product knowledge.

The Solution

Bill accepted the entire proposal. Ironically, the only thing he actually questioned was the need for the last



component, concerning product knowledge. Ken convinced Bill to keep this point mostly for the value of the
job aid and to further increase the confidence level of the participants. Bill was convinced that increasing the
confidence level of the participants was likely to have the most significant impact on achieving his business
goal of a 60 percent close rate. The instructor--led component, including sample videos and other written
materials, was completed in the remaining three and a half weeks before the meeting, and all of the training
was completed in the first full day of the two--day meeting.

The first class was attended by thirty--five participants. By splitting participants into different rooms, almost
everyone was able to participate in a live role--play situation. Everyone received feedback on the role play
based on a checklist, which was based on the task analysis and the objectives. Bill was able to identify the
successful performers in the group, and he was also able to single out those who needed addi-tional
coaching.

The Results

Three months after the meeting, 60 percent of all loans had insurance products connected to the loan. That
rate was double the 30 percent rate for each of the three months prior to the meeting. Bill was so happy that
he told everyone in the bank about his success and about his new strategic business partner.

And Now, the Rest of the Story .?.?.

The preceding case study narrative was mostly true, except the young designer's name was not Ken. His real
name was Dick, and the story recalls my experience as a newly minted instructional designer in 1979. But, as
they say, the more things change, the more they stay the same. The PowerPoint script was actually a script
from a sound--slide presentation. As a historical note, a sound--slide presentation is a 1970s version of
today's PowerPoint that contained words, graphics, and a sound track read by a narrator.

How would the prospects for designing an effective learning program have been any different if you had
received an e?mail from a contemporary like Bill with a PowerPoint file attached? Learning professionals
call this kind of training program "check--in--a--box" training---that is, performing a learning activity
without an ex-pectation of any measurable results.

In my early career example, the client achieved his business goal and I met the tight, four--week deadline
without spending much money. I didn't go through a long, complicated process. I didn't employ a
complicated instructional design model. I didn't even know there were such things as performance
improvement models. What I did was reframe my client's request to focus on business outcomes rather than
training activities. I got permission to conduct a little more analysis. My client identified the business gap for
me, and together we identified the performance gap. With the help of his best performers, we identified the
best practices, analyzed the task, and developed measurement and instructional strategies to achieve the
performance goal. Achieving the performance goal in turn achieved the business goal.

WHAT DO TODAY'S LEARNING PROFESSIONALS NEED?

Today's learning professionals are faced with more challenges than ever before. Not only are they expected
to work with clients as expert instructional designers, they are also expected to be training facilitators, adept
in the use of different e--learning authoring tools and learning management systems (LMSs). It's clearly
unreasonable to expect these diverse talents to exist in one person.

Still, if you are part of a small learning team, it's inevitable that you will be expected to be adept at a variety
of skills. For some people, this expectation offers a good opportunity to discover their strengths and
weaknesses. Instructional design is definitely a team sport. It is a far better career strategy to improve as



much as you can in your areas of strength and rely on your team members to make up for your weaknesses.
How well you engage with your team determines your success as a learning professional.

If you are serious about this profession, a master's degree in Instructional Systems Technology or a related
field will open many doors, but you won't find many undergraduate programs that prepare you to be a
learning professional in the corporate world. A degree and experience in public education are an excellent
background for entering the corporate learning field.

Ongoing professional development is also important for learning professionals. While many of the design
principles remain the same, their application (especially with constantly evolving technology) is ever
changing. You can keep up with the field by attending conferences or meetings that base their topics on
research and evidence--based practices. Refer to the Appendix for a short list of the leading professional
associations.

Finally, learning professionals today need to be responsible for business results. Training departments are
often the first place organizations cut costs. The only way to change this dynamic is to partner with your
organization to achieve business goals. Being a training order taker who accepts only the responsibility to
complete a required number of training programs is not a partnering relationship that provides value to your
client or organization.

THE FIRST PHASE .?.?.

Chapter 2 helps you build a trusted partner relationship with your clients. You will learn how to reframe
some training requests to identify business goals and subsequently define training goals that help achieve the
business goals. You will be able to identify other solutions to the results you seek besides just training
solutions. You will also be able to take a proactive approach to help you keep close to your clients and
establish your consulting relationship before your client comes to you with a request.
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• Analyze performance gaps



• Create targeted performance objectives and connect them with the right measurement tools
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• Build consensus with project blueprint meetings

• Evaluate the effectiveness of training and use

the data to continually improve
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CHAPTER 1

A New Model for Results

Training That Delivers Results aims to change learning organizations and their leaders by offering a strategic
model that focuses on achieving desired business results. The strategic instructional design process described
in this book produces observable, measurable, and repeatable training programs that deliver results.
Observable means that you are able to clearly see the intended behaviors of and outcomes achieved by your
performers. Measurable means that you are able to compare the results of your learner's performance against
a predetermined standard. The system is efficient and predictable yet still offers room for flexibility and
creativity.

The Handshaw Instructional Design Model applies principles of both performance improvement and
instructional design to a variety of learning situations. Achieving business--focused outcomes begins by
identifying both learning and nonlearning solutions to performance problems. Instructional design practiced
this way doesn't cost time and money, it saves time and money.

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Some people in our profession consider themselves instructional designers; others consider themselves to be
performance consultants. An effective way to deliver value is by integrating the skills of both performance
improvement and instructional design. Adding the steps of performance consulting from the Handshaw
Instructional Design Model enables you to link learning goals to strategic business goals.

A New Model

The Handshaw Instructional Design Model integrates the principles of performance improvement with those
of classic instructional design (see Figure 1.1). Although many of the parts of this model are not new, the
concept of combining elements of performance improvement and instructional design into one
straightforward, easy--to--use model is new. If your instructional design model is not saving you time and
delivering business results, then this may be an approach to consider. By identifying both learning and
nonlearning solutions up front, designers are better able to spend their time and resources delivering
solutions that solve the right performance challenges. I have spent more than thirty years working with my
team and our clients to refine our model and its application in a wide variety of situations. The following
section describes the basics for applying the model.

THE HANDSHAW INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN MODEL EXPLAINED

Proactive Performance Consulting

You can establish a consulting relationship with your client through proactive performance consulting (see
Figure 1.2). The purpose of establishing this relationship is to ensure that the training you develop aligns
with your client's business goals. You can develop a "trusted partner" relationship with your client by having
regular proactive consulting meetings. These meetings are informal, conversational, and simple to conduct.



The eight -well--tested principles of the successful proactive consulting meeting are detailed in Chapter 2.

Reactive Performance Consulting

Most instructional designers are accustomed to meeting with their clients to react to training requests. These
meetings present an opportunity to reframe the training request in order to align the training need with the
business need. The reactive consulting meetings position you to take responsibility for results and outcomes
of a learning program and help you transition from training "order taker" to trusted partner. (See Figure 1.3.)

Needs/Gap Analysis

The gap analysis is a frequently used type of needs analysis. It may be used after a successful proactive or
reactive meeting in which appropriate learning needs have been identified. The first gap you identify is the
difference between the current and the expected business outcomes. Next, determine the gap between the
current performance and the performance required to achieve the business result. The exact level of
performance required to close the gap is defined during the Analysis and Design phases in the model. Armed
with this information, you can identify both learning and nonlearning solutions to help you and your client
close both the performance and the business gaps. (See Figure 1.4.)

Learning Analysis

Once you have identified the skills gap, the Learning Analysis phase begins (Figure 1.5). The first step, a
task analysis, is essentially a snapshot of the perfect performer engaging in a work task in a way that
achieves the desired business result. Develop-ing a task analysis verified by subject matter experts (SMEs)
and stakeholders before beginning training design is an essential step. It is cost effective and helps you avoid
project delays and cost overruns.

There are three other types of analysis that help you make decisions later, during the Design phase. You can
conduct an audience analysis to find out what your learners already know about the training program's
content. Collecting helpful demographic information about the intended audience is also part of this analysis.
The audience analysis doesn't require a lot of time and can be reused when conducting training for the same
audience in the future.

Many organizations overlook the importance of culture. Culture can be one of the greatest enhancers or
strongest barriers to a successful learning event. Conduct a learning culture analysis to leverage your
organization's culture to impact the ultimate, lasting success of your learning design.

The last piece of analysis you should complete is called a delivery systems analysis. This may be more useful
for outside service providers than for internal practitioners, but conducting this type of analysis might help
you avoid the -really embarrassing situation of specifying the use of an unpopular or poorly performing
learning delivery system. A delivery systems analysis can also be revised and reused for future projects.

Design

The Design phase (Figure 1.6) begins with the development of performance objectives (you can substitute
learning objectives if you prefer that term). Successful selection and design of measurement instruments
begins with well--written objectives. Although I am a proponent of flexibility, I don't recommend it here.
You will reap the benefits of good objectives when measuring learning -outcomes---for example, when you
are required to measure a learner's mastery of performance objectives.

It also makes sense to select and design your testing instruments once you have agreed upon objectives.



When designing for results, you should limit your test design to criterion--referenced tests (CRTs) only. The
criteria you reference in this case are the performance objectives. The payback for following these steps will
be apparent when you define your instructional strategy. You can eliminate misunderstandings by defining a
measurement strategy before you try to select an instructional strategy.

Blueprint

You won't find the blueprint meeting in any traditional instructional design model such as ADDIE (Analysis,
Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate). This tool is essential to the development of a performance
partnership with your clients. A blueprint meeting is a forum that allows you to present your measurement
strategy and instructional strategy to your stakeholders, subject matter experts, and others on the design
team. The meeting can be held in person or virtually and is ideal for answering questions, clarifying
misunderstandings, and gaining consensus. If you really want to be a trusted partner, invest two or three
hours in this meeting. (See Figure 1.7.)

Prototype and Learner Tryout

Another useful tool for preventing "do-overs" and gaining consensus as a trusted partner is the simple step of
developing and testing a prototype. First, select a training module for your prototype that is a fair
representation of your measurement and instructional strategies. Then, before you go too far in developing
the rest of the course, test your prototype with a small group of sample learners in a learner tryout. Use this
structured test to yield valuable data for verifying your chosen strategies. You may discover differences of
opinion with your subject matter experts or even among designers on your own team. I've found that
observing sample learners during a learner tryout always uncovers the correct approach. The feedback loops
in the model allow you to go back and revise the analysis and subsequent design steps. (See Figure 1.8.)

Production and Field Test

The Production phase is the largest and costliest of all the phases in the model (see Figure 1.9). It involves
development of content and testing instruments. Because this phase is so time consuming, it is important to
ensure that the other phases are done correctly in order to avoid rework.

The evaluation carried out in this phase is called a field test (some of our clients prefer the term pilot test).
Whatever label you use, you need to observe sample learners as they test the entire learning solution under
the exact conditions they will experience during implementation. Testing your course with a controlled
audience provides a measure of reassurance to you and your client that the rollout will go smoothly. This is a
good feeling to have if your course is going to be released to a large audience in a global organization.

Implementation

If you've carefully followed the recommended steps in the model, the Implementation phase should proceed
according to plan (Figure 1.10). But sometimes well--designed and --executed learning programs fail due to
poor implementation, despite the use of a detailed implementation plan. Why would this happen? Look for
answers in your audience and learning culture analyses. These documents guide you in designing your
implementation plan. Your implementation plan also should include change management plans, timelines,
resources, logistics, and measurement of business impact and return on investment (ROI).

ONE DESIGNER'S FIRST CLIENT

The following case study illustrates how even a new learning practitioner can combine the practice of
performance improvement and instructional design to solve a performance problem and achieve real business



results. Ken, the instructional designer in this case study, is a recent graduate of a master's program in
Instructional Systems Technology. The client request discussed in this narrative came about three months
after Ken began work for a regional bank.

The Request

Ken was getting comfortable with his new job when he was contacted by Bill. Bill was responsible for an
insurance product offered along with auto loans that would pay off the auto loan note in the case of the death
or disability of the borrower. Revenue was down for this product, and Bill was concerned because fee
income was becoming an increasingly important part of the -bank's revenue stream. Bill approached Ken and
asked him to produce some training on product knowledge. He handed Ken a PowerPoint file from another -
bank's training program and asked Ken to develop both instructor--led training and e--learning.

The Analysis

Having been schooled in instructional systems design, Ken asked to meet with Bill to develop task and
audience analyses. Bill was polite and gracious, but he informed Ken that a two--day meeting of his entire
team was scheduled to occur in about a month and the training had to be ready by then. Bill said he wanted
to devote up to half of that time to training. Bill again insisted that his script be repurposed as an instructor--
led event for the meeting. He also emphasized that he wanted an online version prepared for anyone who
couldn't attend the meeting or anyone needing a refresher after the meeting.

Being new to the corporate world, Ken faced a dilemma. He had been taught the value of analysis, so he
wasn't prepared for a client who didn't understand why analysis was important even with a tight deadline.
Still, he did the only thing he could do. He took the script and promised to have everything ready on time.

Later that afternoon, Ken dropped by Bill's office with a few technical questions on the model script. While
he was in Bill's office, Ken asked Bill if he could talk to some of the people who were having difficulty with
the product so that he could better understand the problem. Bill told Ken there was no time to gather
information, but he did offer to take Ken's questions with him on a trip he had previously scheduled to visit
some of the bank's branches. Ken quickly crafted six questions about product knowledge based on what he
knew from his review of the PowerPoint script and gave them to Bill.

When Bill returned from his trip a few days later, Ken asked Bill how the trip had gone. He was especially
interested in the answers to the questions Bill had taken with him.

"Those questions you gave me were just questions about product knowledge," Bill commented.

"That's right," said Ken. "So, how did they do?"

"Well, they did pretty well. Almost everybody I asked knew the answers to all six of your questions."

Bill had to admit that everyone he questioned had adequate product knowledge. Ken saw this as an opening
to make a point.

"So, Bill," Ken said, "do you still think spending all your training time on product knowledge is what you
want me to do?"

For the first time, Bill looked a little perturbed, but he kept his patience and asked, "Well, what do you
think?"

This was the turning point in the relationship. Ken had just crossed the line from being an order taker to



becoming a trusted partner. He knew his next question was the most important one of his new career.

"Bill, can you tell me, from a business perspective, what you need to accomplish? What is your business
goal?"

Bill's demeanor changed completely. He shared with Ken that for the last three months, only 30 percent of
auto loans had any insurance products connected with them. His target was to have insurance products
connected to 60 percent of all auto loans. Ken immediately recognized that this information was the basis for
a learning and performance goal. He asked Bill if they could schedule a meeting the next day to discuss some
other options. This time, Bill quickly agreed.

While answering questions about how the performers should go about presenting the insurance product to
potential auto loan customers, Bill mentioned a key piece of information. He said that most lending officers
admitted that they never or rarely mentioned the insurance product when closing an auto loan. Many lending
officers said that they just didn't have time. Some said they didn't really know when the product was good for
their customers, and some said they didn't like to mention the insurance product because many customers
complained that it cost too much money. Some said they just liked being bankers and didn't want to feel like
insurance salespeople. Now our designer had some data that he could use to solve Bill's problem.

With just a little bit of data, the solution became clear. Ken got permission to speak with some of the top
performers who were achieving higher sales of the insurance products so he could produce a high--level task
analysis of a sales process that was working. The gaps in performance were clear:

Successful performers mentioned the insurance product early in their overall loan closing process. Most of
the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Successful performers used a series of questions to qualify their loan customers to identify them as good
candidates for the insurance products. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at
all.

Successful performers were able to relate stories of past customers who had benefitted from the purchase of
the insurance products. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Successful performers saw customer objections, especially to price, as buying signals and had a strategy for
handling these objections. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Finally, successful performers never mentioned lack of product knowledge as a barrier in selling the
insurance products.

The Proposal

Based on the identified performance gaps and the additional analysis, Ken proposed the following solution:

                1.            Begin the instructor--led session with real stories of customers who benefitted from
having purchased the insurance products. This information was easy to gather from product files.

                2.            Show video role plays of the successful loan closing process highlighting the
presentation, qualifying, and objection handling for the insurance products. Include some role plays of
common mistakes.

                3.            Conduct sample role plays with as many participants as possible, inviting feedback from
other participants.



                4.            Conduct additional role plays handling different types of customer objections.

                5.            Include some drill and practice on product knowledge (just to keep Bill happy). Design
and provide a job aid for product knowledge.

The Solution

Bill accepted the entire proposal. Ironically, the only thing he actually questioned was the need for the last
component, concerning product knowledge. Ken convinced Bill to keep this point mostly for the value of the
job aid and to further increase the confidence level of the participants. Bill was convinced that increasing the
confidence level of the participants was likely to have the most significant impact on achieving his business
goal of a 60 percent close rate. The instructor--led component, including sample videos and other written
materials, was completed in the remaining three and a half weeks before the meeting, and all of the training
was completed in the first full day of the two--day meeting.

The first class was attended by thirty--five participants. By splitting participants into different rooms, almost
everyone was able to participate in a live role--play situation. Everyone received feedback on the role play
based on a checklist, which was based on the task analysis and the objectives. Bill was able to identify the
successful performers in the group, and he was also able to single out those who needed addi-tional
coaching.

The Results

Three months after the meeting, 60 percent of all loans had insurance products connected to the loan. That
rate was double the 30 percent rate for each of the three months prior to the meeting. Bill was so happy that
he told everyone in the bank about his success and about his new strategic business partner.

And Now, the Rest of the Story .?.?.

The preceding case study narrative was mostly true, except the young designer's name was not Ken. His real
name was Dick, and the story recalls my experience as a newly minted instructional designer in 1979. But, as
they say, the more things change, the more they stay the same. The PowerPoint script was actually a script
from a sound--slide presentation. As a historical note, a sound--slide presentation is a 1970s version of
today's PowerPoint that contained words, graphics, and a sound track read by a narrator.

How would the prospects for designing an effective learning program have been any different if you had
received an e?mail from a contemporary like Bill with a PowerPoint file attached? Learning professionals
call this kind of training program "check--in--a--box" training---that is, performing a learning activity
without an ex-pectation of any measurable results.

In my early career example, the client achieved his business goal and I met the tight, four--week deadline
without spending much money. I didn't go through a long, complicated process. I didn't employ a
complicated instructional design model. I didn't even know there were such things as performance
improvement models. What I did was reframe my client's request to focus on business outcomes rather than
training activities. I got permission to conduct a little more analysis. My client identified the business gap for
me, and together we identified the performance gap. With the help of his best performers, we identified the
best practices, analyzed the task, and developed measurement and instructional strategies to achieve the
performance goal. Achieving the performance goal in turn achieved the business goal.

WHAT DO TODAY'S LEARNING PROFESSIONALS NEED?



Today's learning professionals are faced with more challenges than ever before. Not only are they expected
to work with clients as expert instructional designers, they are also expected to be training facilitators, adept
in the use of different e--learning authoring tools and learning management systems (LMSs). It's clearly
unreasonable to expect these diverse talents to exist in one person.

Still, if you are part of a small learning team, it's inevitable that you will be expected to be adept at a variety
of skills. For some people, this expectation offers a good opportunity to discover their strengths and
weaknesses. Instructional design is definitely a team sport. It is a far better career strategy to improve as
much as you can in your areas of strength and rely on your team members to make up for your weaknesses.
How well you engage with your team determines your success as a learning professional.

If you are serious about this profession, a master's degree in Instructional Systems Technology or a related
field will open many doors, but you won't find many undergraduate programs that prepare you to be a
learning professional in the corporate world. A degree and experience in public education are an excellent
background for entering the corporate learning field.

Ongoing professional development is also important for learning professionals. While many of the design
principles remain the same, their application (especially with constantly evolving technology) is ever
changing. You can keep up with the field by attending conferences or meetings that base their topics on
research and evidence--based practices. Refer to the Appendix for a short list of the leading professional
associations.

Finally, learning professionals today need to be responsible for business results. Training departments are
often the first place organizations cut costs. The only way to change this dynamic is to partner with your
organization to achieve business goals. Being a training order taker who accepts only the responsibility to
complete a required number of training programs is not a partnering relationship that provides value to your
client or organization.

THE FIRST PHASE .?.?.

Chapter 2 helps you build a trusted partner relationship with your clients. You will learn how to reframe
some training requests to identify business goals and subsequently define training goals that help achieve the
business goals. You will be able to identify other solutions to the results you seek besides just training
solutions. You will also be able to take a proactive approach to help you keep close to your clients and
establish your consulting relationship before your client comes to you with a request.

Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Game changer
By Alb L.
This is really the reference for a training consultant! I was put in this role not knowing much about training
but I know a lot about the business... my manager was not too keen in coaching me (happens more than you
think). This book really helped my career!
It tells you what training delivery and implementation is really about!

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Goodbye ADDIE & Welcome the Handshaw Instructional Design Model
By Gary A DePaul
Whether you are a new instructional designer or an experienced manager, Dick Handshaw’s book can help



you improve how you design training and add value for your business partners. I’ve read a number of
traditional instructional books that explain the ADDIE Methodology (Analysis, Design, Development,
Implementation, and Evaluation), but I found that the Handshaw Instructional Design Model adds to and
improves ADDIE while helping you address some of the instructional design challenges and avoid common
pitfalls.

Specifically from the book, I found the following to be extremely insightful:

- Reframe training request discussions to focus on desired business results
- Be proactive through performance consulting (and how to do this)
- Show how effective you can be to get buy-in to conduct analyses
- Leverage the culture to help deliver needed business results
- Rethink how we communicate performance objectives (one of my favorite parts of the book)
- Create effective instructional strategies
- Better leverage evaluation to strengthen training deliverables

One of the book’s strengths is how Handshaw uses real examples to demonstrate how to execute his model. I
believe that these examples are powerful and insightful. Handshaw goes further by referencing video
examples that you can find on his website for free (that has hyperlinks to his YouTube videos). With the
videos, Handshaw walks you through specific steps within his model such as the reactive consulting meeting
and the gap-map meeting.

Because Handshaw effectively addresses the bulleted list (above) and his real examples, I rated this book to
have five stars.

The book is worth your time and can help you strengthen how you practice instructional design. After
reading the book, I started thinking about what I could have done differently to improve the deliverables
from some of my more recent projects. I know that what I learned will help me with future projects by doing
a better job of systematically applying the model and keeping what Handshaw calls the Cost-vs.-Risk Rule in
mind while executing the different design phases.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Great layering of ISD & Performance Consulting
By Kristina K. Nord
Dick Handshaw successfully relates to those of us that have lived in the "order taker" world while providing
a practical approach for pivoting towards "business partner". He doesn't offer a silver bullet, rather he offers
direct, reasonable advice via clear stories and useful questions that can help an ISD learn to become a
proactive partner. My only improvement recommendation would be more variety of industries in the
examples. (Hopefully in the 2nd edition?) Still, he's succinctly described what great learning professionals do
differently. My next step is to start the work of spreading his wisdom throughout my organization.... Wait,
he's already addressed that too, in Chapter 13. Thanks for a great model and implementation guide, Mr.
Handshaw! Glad to finally have a book like this on my bookshelf!

See all 5 customer reviews...
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CHAPTER 1

A New Model for Results

Training That Delivers Results aims to change learning organizations and their leaders by offering a strategic
model that focuses on achieving desired business results. The strategic instructional design process described
in this book produces observable, measurable, and repeatable training programs that deliver results.
Observable means that you are able to clearly see the intended behaviors of and outcomes achieved by your
performers. Measurable means that you are able to compare the results of your learner's performance against
a predetermined standard. The system is efficient and predictable yet still offers room for flexibility and



creativity.

The Handshaw Instructional Design Model applies principles of both performance improvement and
instructional design to a variety of learning situations. Achieving business--focused outcomes begins by
identifying both learning and nonlearning solutions to performance problems. Instructional design practiced
this way doesn't cost time and money, it saves time and money.

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Some people in our profession consider themselves instructional designers; others consider themselves to be
performance consultants. An effective way to deliver value is by integrating the skills of both performance
improvement and instructional design. Adding the steps of performance consulting from the Handshaw
Instructional Design Model enables you to link learning goals to strategic business goals.

A New Model

The Handshaw Instructional Design Model integrates the principles of performance improvement with those
of classic instructional design (see Figure 1.1). Although many of the parts of this model are not new, the
concept of combining elements of performance improvement and instructional design into one
straightforward, easy--to--use model is new. If your instructional design model is not saving you time and
delivering business results, then this may be an approach to consider. By identifying both learning and
nonlearning solutions up front, designers are better able to spend their time and resources delivering
solutions that solve the right performance challenges. I have spent more than thirty years working with my
team and our clients to refine our model and its application in a wide variety of situations. The following
section describes the basics for applying the model.

THE HANDSHAW INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN MODEL EXPLAINED

Proactive Performance Consulting

You can establish a consulting relationship with your client through proactive performance consulting (see
Figure 1.2). The purpose of establishing this relationship is to ensure that the training you develop aligns
with your client's business goals. You can develop a "trusted partner" relationship with your client by having
regular proactive consulting meetings. These meetings are informal, conversational, and simple to conduct.
The eight -well--tested principles of the successful proactive consulting meeting are detailed in Chapter 2.

Reactive Performance Consulting

Most instructional designers are accustomed to meeting with their clients to react to training requests. These
meetings present an opportunity to reframe the training request in order to align the training need with the
business need. The reactive consulting meetings position you to take responsibility for results and outcomes
of a learning program and help you transition from training "order taker" to trusted partner. (See Figure 1.3.)

Needs/Gap Analysis

The gap analysis is a frequently used type of needs analysis. It may be used after a successful proactive or
reactive meeting in which appropriate learning needs have been identified. The first gap you identify is the
difference between the current and the expected business outcomes. Next, determine the gap between the
current performance and the performance required to achieve the business result. The exact level of
performance required to close the gap is defined during the Analysis and Design phases in the model. Armed
with this information, you can identify both learning and nonlearning solutions to help you and your client



close both the performance and the business gaps. (See Figure 1.4.)

Learning Analysis

Once you have identified the skills gap, the Learning Analysis phase begins (Figure 1.5). The first step, a
task analysis, is essentially a snapshot of the perfect performer engaging in a work task in a way that
achieves the desired business result. Develop-ing a task analysis verified by subject matter experts (SMEs)
and stakeholders before beginning training design is an essential step. It is cost effective and helps you avoid
project delays and cost overruns.

There are three other types of analysis that help you make decisions later, during the Design phase. You can
conduct an audience analysis to find out what your learners already know about the training program's
content. Collecting helpful demographic information about the intended audience is also part of this analysis.
The audience analysis doesn't require a lot of time and can be reused when conducting training for the same
audience in the future.

Many organizations overlook the importance of culture. Culture can be one of the greatest enhancers or
strongest barriers to a successful learning event. Conduct a learning culture analysis to leverage your
organization's culture to impact the ultimate, lasting success of your learning design.

The last piece of analysis you should complete is called a delivery systems analysis. This may be more useful
for outside service providers than for internal practitioners, but conducting this type of analysis might help
you avoid the -really embarrassing situation of specifying the use of an unpopular or poorly performing
learning delivery system. A delivery systems analysis can also be revised and reused for future projects.

Design

The Design phase (Figure 1.6) begins with the development of performance objectives (you can substitute
learning objectives if you prefer that term). Successful selection and design of measurement instruments
begins with well--written objectives. Although I am a proponent of flexibility, I don't recommend it here.
You will reap the benefits of good objectives when measuring learning -outcomes---for example, when you
are required to measure a learner's mastery of performance objectives.

It also makes sense to select and design your testing instruments once you have agreed upon objectives.
When designing for results, you should limit your test design to criterion--referenced tests (CRTs) only. The
criteria you reference in this case are the performance objectives. The payback for following these steps will
be apparent when you define your instructional strategy. You can eliminate misunderstandings by defining a
measurement strategy before you try to select an instructional strategy.

Blueprint

You won't find the blueprint meeting in any traditional instructional design model such as ADDIE (Analysis,
Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate). This tool is essential to the development of a performance
partnership with your clients. A blueprint meeting is a forum that allows you to present your measurement
strategy and instructional strategy to your stakeholders, subject matter experts, and others on the design
team. The meeting can be held in person or virtually and is ideal for answering questions, clarifying
misunderstandings, and gaining consensus. If you really want to be a trusted partner, invest two or three
hours in this meeting. (See Figure 1.7.)

Prototype and Learner Tryout



Another useful tool for preventing "do-overs" and gaining consensus as a trusted partner is the simple step of
developing and testing a prototype. First, select a training module for your prototype that is a fair
representation of your measurement and instructional strategies. Then, before you go too far in developing
the rest of the course, test your prototype with a small group of sample learners in a learner tryout. Use this
structured test to yield valuable data for verifying your chosen strategies. You may discover differences of
opinion with your subject matter experts or even among designers on your own team. I've found that
observing sample learners during a learner tryout always uncovers the correct approach. The feedback loops
in the model allow you to go back and revise the analysis and subsequent design steps. (See Figure 1.8.)

Production and Field Test

The Production phase is the largest and costliest of all the phases in the model (see Figure 1.9). It involves
development of content and testing instruments. Because this phase is so time consuming, it is important to
ensure that the other phases are done correctly in order to avoid rework.

The evaluation carried out in this phase is called a field test (some of our clients prefer the term pilot test).
Whatever label you use, you need to observe sample learners as they test the entire learning solution under
the exact conditions they will experience during implementation. Testing your course with a controlled
audience provides a measure of reassurance to you and your client that the rollout will go smoothly. This is a
good feeling to have if your course is going to be released to a large audience in a global organization.

Implementation

If you've carefully followed the recommended steps in the model, the Implementation phase should proceed
according to plan (Figure 1.10). But sometimes well--designed and --executed learning programs fail due to
poor implementation, despite the use of a detailed implementation plan. Why would this happen? Look for
answers in your audience and learning culture analyses. These documents guide you in designing your
implementation plan. Your implementation plan also should include change management plans, timelines,
resources, logistics, and measurement of business impact and return on investment (ROI).

ONE DESIGNER'S FIRST CLIENT

The following case study illustrates how even a new learning practitioner can combine the practice of
performance improvement and instructional design to solve a performance problem and achieve real business
results. Ken, the instructional designer in this case study, is a recent graduate of a master's program in
Instructional Systems Technology. The client request discussed in this narrative came about three months
after Ken began work for a regional bank.

The Request

Ken was getting comfortable with his new job when he was contacted by Bill. Bill was responsible for an
insurance product offered along with auto loans that would pay off the auto loan note in the case of the death
or disability of the borrower. Revenue was down for this product, and Bill was concerned because fee
income was becoming an increasingly important part of the -bank's revenue stream. Bill approached Ken and
asked him to produce some training on product knowledge. He handed Ken a PowerPoint file from another -
bank's training program and asked Ken to develop both instructor--led training and e--learning.

The Analysis

Having been schooled in instructional systems design, Ken asked to meet with Bill to develop task and
audience analyses. Bill was polite and gracious, but he informed Ken that a two--day meeting of his entire



team was scheduled to occur in about a month and the training had to be ready by then. Bill said he wanted
to devote up to half of that time to training. Bill again insisted that his script be repurposed as an instructor--
led event for the meeting. He also emphasized that he wanted an online version prepared for anyone who
couldn't attend the meeting or anyone needing a refresher after the meeting.

Being new to the corporate world, Ken faced a dilemma. He had been taught the value of analysis, so he
wasn't prepared for a client who didn't understand why analysis was important even with a tight deadline.
Still, he did the only thing he could do. He took the script and promised to have everything ready on time.

Later that afternoon, Ken dropped by Bill's office with a few technical questions on the model script. While
he was in Bill's office, Ken asked Bill if he could talk to some of the people who were having difficulty with
the product so that he could better understand the problem. Bill told Ken there was no time to gather
information, but he did offer to take Ken's questions with him on a trip he had previously scheduled to visit
some of the bank's branches. Ken quickly crafted six questions about product knowledge based on what he
knew from his review of the PowerPoint script and gave them to Bill.

When Bill returned from his trip a few days later, Ken asked Bill how the trip had gone. He was especially
interested in the answers to the questions Bill had taken with him.

"Those questions you gave me were just questions about product knowledge," Bill commented.

"That's right," said Ken. "So, how did they do?"

"Well, they did pretty well. Almost everybody I asked knew the answers to all six of your questions."

Bill had to admit that everyone he questioned had adequate product knowledge. Ken saw this as an opening
to make a point.

"So, Bill," Ken said, "do you still think spending all your training time on product knowledge is what you
want me to do?"

For the first time, Bill looked a little perturbed, but he kept his patience and asked, "Well, what do you
think?"

This was the turning point in the relationship. Ken had just crossed the line from being an order taker to
becoming a trusted partner. He knew his next question was the most important one of his new career.

"Bill, can you tell me, from a business perspective, what you need to accomplish? What is your business
goal?"

Bill's demeanor changed completely. He shared with Ken that for the last three months, only 30 percent of
auto loans had any insurance products connected with them. His target was to have insurance products
connected to 60 percent of all auto loans. Ken immediately recognized that this information was the basis for
a learning and performance goal. He asked Bill if they could schedule a meeting the next day to discuss some
other options. This time, Bill quickly agreed.

While answering questions about how the performers should go about presenting the insurance product to
potential auto loan customers, Bill mentioned a key piece of information. He said that most lending officers
admitted that they never or rarely mentioned the insurance product when closing an auto loan. Many lending
officers said that they just didn't have time. Some said they didn't really know when the product was good for
their customers, and some said they didn't like to mention the insurance product because many customers



complained that it cost too much money. Some said they just liked being bankers and didn't want to feel like
insurance salespeople. Now our designer had some data that he could use to solve Bill's problem.

With just a little bit of data, the solution became clear. Ken got permission to speak with some of the top
performers who were achieving higher sales of the insurance products so he could produce a high--level task
analysis of a sales process that was working. The gaps in performance were clear:

Successful performers mentioned the insurance product early in their overall loan closing process. Most of
the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Successful performers used a series of questions to qualify their loan customers to identify them as good
candidates for the insurance products. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at
all.

Successful performers were able to relate stories of past customers who had benefitted from the purchase of
the insurance products. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Successful performers saw customer objections, especially to price, as buying signals and had a strategy for
handling these objections. Most of the loan officers never mentioned the insurance products at all.

Finally, successful performers never mentioned lack of product knowledge as a barrier in selling the
insurance products.

The Proposal

Based on the identified performance gaps and the additional analysis, Ken proposed the following solution:

                1.            Begin the instructor--led session with real stories of customers who benefitted from
having purchased the insurance products. This information was easy to gather from product files.

                2.            Show video role plays of the successful loan closing process highlighting the
presentation, qualifying, and objection handling for the insurance products. Include some role plays of
common mistakes.

                3.            Conduct sample role plays with as many participants as possible, inviting feedback from
other participants.

                4.            Conduct additional role plays handling different types of customer objections.

                5.            Include some drill and practice on product knowledge (just to keep Bill happy). Design
and provide a job aid for product knowledge.

The Solution

Bill accepted the entire proposal. Ironically, the only thing he actually questioned was the need for the last
component, concerning product knowledge. Ken convinced Bill to keep this point mostly for the value of the
job aid and to further increase the confidence level of the participants. Bill was convinced that increasing the
confidence level of the participants was likely to have the most significant impact on achieving his business
goal of a 60 percent close rate. The instructor--led component, including sample videos and other written
materials, was completed in the remaining three and a half weeks before the meeting, and all of the training
was completed in the first full day of the two--day meeting.



The first class was attended by thirty--five participants. By splitting participants into different rooms, almost
everyone was able to participate in a live role--play situation. Everyone received feedback on the role play
based on a checklist, which was based on the task analysis and the objectives. Bill was able to identify the
successful performers in the group, and he was also able to single out those who needed addi-tional
coaching.

The Results

Three months after the meeting, 60 percent of all loans had insurance products connected to the loan. That
rate was double the 30 percent rate for each of the three months prior to the meeting. Bill was so happy that
he told everyone in the bank about his success and about his new strategic business partner.

And Now, the Rest of the Story .?.?.

The preceding case study narrative was mostly true, except the young designer's name was not Ken. His real
name was Dick, and the story recalls my experience as a newly minted instructional designer in 1979. But, as
they say, the more things change, the more they stay the same. The PowerPoint script was actually a script
from a sound--slide presentation. As a historical note, a sound--slide presentation is a 1970s version of
today's PowerPoint that contained words, graphics, and a sound track read by a narrator.

How would the prospects for designing an effective learning program have been any different if you had
received an e?mail from a contemporary like Bill with a PowerPoint file attached? Learning professionals
call this kind of training program "check--in--a--box" training---that is, performing a learning activity
without an ex-pectation of any measurable results.

In my early career example, the client achieved his business goal and I met the tight, four--week deadline
without spending much money. I didn't go through a long, complicated process. I didn't employ a
complicated instructional design model. I didn't even know there were such things as performance
improvement models. What I did was reframe my client's request to focus on business outcomes rather than
training activities. I got permission to conduct a little more analysis. My client identified the business gap for
me, and together we identified the performance gap. With the help of his best performers, we identified the
best practices, analyzed the task, and developed measurement and instructional strategies to achieve the
performance goal. Achieving the performance goal in turn achieved the business goal.

WHAT DO TODAY'S LEARNING PROFESSIONALS NEED?

Today's learning professionals are faced with more challenges than ever before. Not only are they expected
to work with clients as expert instructional designers, they are also expected to be training facilitators, adept
in the use of different e--learning authoring tools and learning management systems (LMSs). It's clearly
unreasonable to expect these diverse talents to exist in one person.

Still, if you are part of a small learning team, it's inevitable that you will be expected to be adept at a variety
of skills. For some people, this expectation offers a good opportunity to discover their strengths and
weaknesses. Instructional design is definitely a team sport. It is a far better career strategy to improve as
much as you can in your areas of strength and rely on your team members to make up for your weaknesses.
How well you engage with your team determines your success as a learning professional.

If you are serious about this profession, a master's degree in Instructional Systems Technology or a related
field will open many doors, but you won't find many undergraduate programs that prepare you to be a
learning professional in the corporate world. A degree and experience in public education are an excellent
background for entering the corporate learning field.



Ongoing professional development is also important for learning professionals. While many of the design
principles remain the same, their application (especially with constantly evolving technology) is ever
changing. You can keep up with the field by attending conferences or meetings that base their topics on
research and evidence--based practices. Refer to the Appendix for a short list of the leading professional
associations.

Finally, learning professionals today need to be responsible for business results. Training departments are
often the first place organizations cut costs. The only way to change this dynamic is to partner with your
organization to achieve business goals. Being a training order taker who accepts only the responsibility to
complete a required number of training programs is not a partnering relationship that provides value to your
client or organization.

THE FIRST PHASE .?.?.

Chapter 2 helps you build a trusted partner relationship with your clients. You will learn how to reframe
some training requests to identify business goals and subsequently define training goals that help achieve the
business goals. You will be able to identify other solutions to the results you seek besides just training
solutions. You will also be able to take a proactive approach to help you keep close to your clients and
establish your consulting relationship before your client comes to you with a request.

Be the initial to download this book Training That Delivers Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With
Business Goals By Dick Handshaw and allow checked out by surface. It is very simple to read this
publication Training That Delivers Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick
Handshaw due to the fact that you do not have to bring this published Training That Delivers Results:
Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick Handshaw everywhere. Your soft file
publication could be in our gizmo or computer system so you can enjoy reading all over and also every time
if needed. This is why whole lots varieties of individuals additionally review guides Training That Delivers
Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick Handshaw in soft fie by
downloading and install guide. So, be among them who take all advantages of checking out the publication
Training That Delivers Results: Instructional Design That Aligns With Business Goals By Dick
Handshaw by on-line or on your soft documents system.


